Case Study

Overview:
The following case study will provide in-depth knowledge about the challenges faced by
my client on the digital front, steps taken to overcome, and the results obtained.

The Client:
Edwise International (Overseas education consultant)
Established in 1991, the core activity lies in assisting students to make the right choice
with regard to pursuing education in overseas educational institution

The Problem:
Increase the walk-in rate, collect qualified leads and increase the number of student in
the seminar. Increasing the on spot admission numbers.
With many similar businesses opening, this segment saw a cut throat competition. We
had our brand credibility, now it was time to cash-in the goodwill generated over years,
but with many similar small and large competition it was difficult to grab attention and
take a potential customer until the end of the sales funnel

The Solution:
Lead Generation ads on Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, Google and OTT platforms.
Along with Email & SMS marketing with multiple touch points.

Lead Generation Campaigns:
I assisted the company in building engaging ad creatives ad copy to improve the quality
score, SMS & Email content and planning and executing the sales funnel. It positively
affected the average ad positions and generate quality leads.

Quality Leads & Ad Campign:
One of the primary objectives was driving quality leads also targeting the decision
makers/the financer (the one who pays). To further strengthen our position, we designed
a landing page following the AIDA strategy
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The Result:
We were able to generate the following results over a 3 months long campaign
 10,000 + qualified leads
 Increase in website visits by 11%
 More than (average) 200 students attaining the seminar compared to 100 – 125
in previous campaigns
 Facebook & Instagram following increased ~ 25% - 30% (organic)

Takeaways:
To gain qualified leads, multiple touch points across various channels and medium
generates better results. Equally important is to follow the strategy and curate
compelling content along with visuals.
Lead attribution is crucial giving marketer’s ability the “virality” of the ads and how it
translates to conversion.

